
Recover Lost Revenue
Warranty Labor Rate Increase (WLRI) & Warranty Parts Markup 
Increase (WPMI) Submissions with Dynatron

In the past few years, few opportunities have presented themselves to US dealers where they can 
increase revenue without significant investments in marketing, people, inventory, or facilities. But due 
to recent laws in almost all 50 states, dealers now have a new avenue to recover lost revenue when 
dealing with warranty labor and parts reimbursement. A typical warranty part reimbursement markup 
through an OEM is around 40% - actual markup can be up to double that.

Dynatron Software is the premier 
provider of automotive fixed operation 
data analytics, business intelligence, 
and pricing optimization. Our solutions 
provide quantifiable and substantial ROI 
with the least amount of managerial 
effort.

866.888.3962 DynatronSoftware.com

01-04-2023

support@dynatronsoftware.com

The Challenges:

Most dealers are not compliance experts and with ever changing filing requirements, keeping up to 
date with the most recent rules and regulations is time consuming. In addition, the filings themselves 
are complex endeavors that take massive amounts of time; therefore dealers often lack the internal 
resources (time and people) to take full advantage of the opportunity.

Many dealers have underlying Effective Labor Rate inefficiencies that create little or no initial filling 
opportunities.  That is why Dynatron works with each dealer to fix any underlying issues prior to filling 
- to unlock and maximize your revenue potential.



Average Warranty Labor Rate Improvement (WLRI)

Average Warranty Parts Markup Improvement (WPMI)

The Results: Simple, Less work, More Revenue.  

Waiting could be 
costing you up to 
$12,000 a month!

The Opportunity:

With over 24 years of experience, 
thousands of dealer partners, and 
tens of thousands of successful 
submissions - Dynatron is the leading 
provider of Warranty Labor and Parts 
increase submissions. We are the 
experts, so you don’t have to be! 
With proprietary machine learning 
technology, we help dealers select the 
optimal RO data set to maximize your 
potential revenue with each filing. 

Dynatron makes filing quick and easy 
- our Submission Team files for you in 
compliance with OEM/Manufacturer 
rules.

866.888.3962 DynatronSoftware.com

07-18-2022

support@dynatronsoftware.com
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AVERAGE INCREASE: $21.26 *Rolling 365 days, n= 1046
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INCREASE IN PARTS MARKUP: 20% *Rolling 365 days, n= 458


